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About this guide & Contents
The purpose of this guide is to provide ‘

02
’ with instructions on how to access and navigate ePortfolio.
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ePortfolio has been designed to offer different levels of permission. To login, you will require a username and password.
Please ensure that you have individual accounts for each user of ePortfolio as this will assist in audit tracking and increase the security
of learner data. ‘
’ will be provided with a unique password. Each centre will need to identify which staff will be using
ePortfolio and the levels of permissions they will require depending on their role (Internal Verifier / Assessor etc). They will then also have
unique passwords provided. Please do not disclose your password to anyone.
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System Requirements
Section Overview
Centres are required under the terms of their registration under the Data Protection Act to ensure that data subjects
are aware of what will be done with the personal data that they supply. This can be done through a privacy notice please see the relevant guidance available on the Information Commissioners website. The Data Protection Act further
stipulates that centres must obtain the explicit consent of a data subject if personal sensitive data is to be collected.
Pearson may require that a centre shows the information supplied to data subjects regarding the use of their data and
any relevant privacy notices. Failure to have this information available to Pearson may result in suspension of Pearson
approval. Pearson also requires that centres stipulate in their privacy notices that Pearson may process personal and
sensitive data to enable us to do the below:

•
•
•
•

Fulfill our obligations under the terms of a centres approval
Provide centres with up to date information on Pearson qualifications
Approve centre staff for qualifications
Provide personal and sensitive data to regulatory authorities as required in terms of our registration under the Data
Protection Act
• Process requests for Particular Assessment Requirements (PAR)
• Contact learners directly as may be required during a quality auditor visit to ensure compliance with the relevant
regulatory codes of practise
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System requirements
This section of the guide will outline the system requirements needed to run ePortfolio.

ePortfolio will operate, although a little slower, with a lower specification however, the
preferred system requirements are as shown below:
Windows Platform
Internet Explorer 8, Google Chrome, Firefox 3.0 (or above). IE8 is recommended.
1024 * 768 (or above). 1280 * 1024 is recommended.
Adobe Flashplayer 10 (or above) and Javascript enabled.
1MBPS broadband minimum
If you are running any type of Firewall or Proxy Server, please
allow the following IP Addresses:
• 159.182.72.228
Port 80 (http port) and 443 (SSL port) need to be configured to allow the Pearson web
address below:
• https://pqs.pearson.com
• https://pqs.pearson.com/eportfolio
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ePortfolio Explained
Section Overview
This part of the guide will show you how to login to the ePortfolio system and how to navigate around the
homepage as a Centre Administrator.
It will also explain what each of the menu functions allows you to do as a user and what all of the icons
represent.
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ePortfolio Login
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This part of the guide shows you how to login to ePortfolio.
To Begin, Go To:

Enter your username and password. Then select ‘

’.

Please note, users will be prompted to change their password the first time they log in to the system.

Users must have their own username and password. These details should not be generic or shared with other learner(s) and / or colleagues.
To prevent compromise or unauthorised exposure to the system, users must inform their Account Specialist or their Centre Administrator if
they believe or suspect another user may be accessing the system without authorisation.

ePortfolio Homepage
This part of the guide shows you how to navigate around the ePortfolio homepage under Centre Administrator access.
To Begin:

Once you have successfully logged in to ePortfolio as the Centre Administrator, the homepage will be displayed, as shown below.
Centre Administrators are able to access a range of features from the homepage overview. These are: Messages, Tasks, Shortcuts to
create / manage user accounts and access to view approved qualifications. All of these features have a link below them for you to click on
which will navigate you to the relevant part of the system.
You are also able to use the icons located at the top of the screen as well as the drop down menu at top left of the screen. These are
explained further under ‘
’.
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ePortfolio Menu Drop-down
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This part of the guide explains the functionality of the drop down menu at top left of home screen in further detail.
To Begin, Click:

Will return you to the homepage

Securely logs the user out of ePortfolio
Displays the centres list of learners and their
progress

Displays the latest Pearson news articles

Loads the Pearson ePortfolio support
materials and query submission form

Allows the Centre Administrator to upload and
view support materials (e.g. internal policies
and procedures)

Shows ‘
information
Displays any outstanding tasks you’ve set and
where applicable, will allow you to create tasks

Will display your inbox and sent items within
ePortfolio

Displays any outstanding tasks you have to
complete

Allows the Centre Administrator to modify
their personal user information

’ details of the centre

Displays a list and allows the creation of users
at your centre

Allows the bulk uploading of multiple users

Allows the Centre Administrator to export
learner details

Allows Centre Administrators to set automated
notifications in the form of messages

Displays a list of assessors at the centre

Displays a list of Internal Verifiers at the centre

Allows the Centre Administrator rights to view
all assessments

Will display a list of products and associated
content assigned to your centre

Displays a list of sample plans created by your
Internal Verifiers / Quality Advisors

Allows you to generate reports for statistic data

ePortfolio Icons
This part of the guide explains the functionality of each icon in more detail.

The Home icon will return you to the homepage regardless of where you are in the system.

The Message icon will show all messages sent by or to you.

The Task icon will show a list of tasks that you have outstanding. You can also view any completed tasks.

The Help icon will direct you to a page where you will be able to access online FAQ’s as well as web
form to submit queries directly to Pearson Account Services.

The Role Selection button will allow users with multiple roles to switch to another role.

The Logout icon will securely log you out of ePortfolio.
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Create & Setup Users
Section Overview
This section of the guide shows you how to create user accounts in ePortfolio as the Centre Administrator.
There are several roles to choose from. These are:
• Learner
• Assessor
• Manager
• Internal Verifier
• Non-EDI Quality Advisor
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Creating Users
To Begin,
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:

You will then be presented with a ‘

’ template.

Please note, all fields are mandatory. Usernames are
automatically generated by using the first and last name.
Passwords must contain letters and numbers and also be
at least seven characters in length.
Managers created using this template can be assigned
or can be associated with learners at their relevant
organisation (the learners employer). The manager
account will provide a ‘
’ view of the learners
progression against their programs of study /
qualification.
Complete all of the necessary fields and then select the
desired user role. The roles you are able to choose from
are:
and
.
By selecting multiple user roles, the user can access more
than one account with the same username and password.
If you wish to add detailed information, e.g. assign
qualifications and units where applicable. Ensure that you
’ box before
tick the ‘
’ button and follow the instructions for
selecting the ‘
the relevant role which is explained in the next section of
the guide.
Please note you can also add or update additional user
information at a later date.

Setting up IV’s (Internal Verifiers)
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This part of the guide explains how to set up existing or newly created user accounts for Internal Verifiers. You will need to ensure that you have
created an IV role and have selected ‘
’. This section will also assume that you are updating an existing IV account
via ‘
’.

Internal Verifiers are linked to assessors by qualifications. An IV
must be allocated to a qualification in order to view Assessors
assessments and their sample work.
To specify whether or not an IV is qualified, place a tick in the
’ section of the ‘
’ screen as shown at
‘
right.

If the IV is a Lead IV and will be responsible for overseeing all IV samples / assessors assessments, place a tick in the ‘
If the IV is unqualified, leave the ‘
’ box un-ticked and select the down arrow beside ‘
be responsible for countersigning the unqualified IV’s work.

’ box.

’. Select the IV that will

’ to update the IV’s records / personal details. Any samples carried out by an unqualified IV will then be sent to the
Select ‘
qualified IV for countersign.

To assign qualifications to the Internal Verifiers, select
‘
’ from the menu at left in the ‘
area.

’

Setting up IV’s (Internal Verifiers) - continued

Select ‘

’ from the ‘

’ screen at top right.

A list of all qualifications your centre is approved to deliver
will be displayed.
Select the qualification you want to assign the Internal
’.
Verifier by ticking the boxes marked as ‘

Select ‘
’ when complete and the selected qualifications
will be assigned to the Internal Verifier.
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Setting up Assessors
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This part of the guide explains how to set up existing or newly created user accounts for Assessors. You will need to have created a new assessor role
and selected ‘
’. This section will also assume that you are updating an existing IV account via ‘
’.

Assessors are linked to both learners and Internal Verifiers by
qualifications. As assessor must be allocated to a qualification in
order to be linked to a learner.
Assessors can also assign qualifications to learners but must
be assigned to the qualification and be configured so they can
assign qualifications.

To specify whether or not an assessor is qualified, place a tick in the ‘

’ section of the ‘

If the assessor is unqualified, leave the ‘
’ box un-ticked and select the down arrow ‘
responsible for countersigning the unqualified assessors work.

’ screen as shown at right.

’. Select the assessor that will be

Select ‘
’ to update the assessors records / personal details. Any assessments carried out by an unqualified assessor will then be sent to the
qualified assessor for countersign.

If the assessor is going to be responsible for assigning units to learners, please ensure the ‘
’ box is ticked. If the box is
not ticked, then the Centre Administrator will be required to assign units.
If the assessor is going to have the ability to create learners, please ensure the ‘
’ box is ticked. If the box is not ticked, then the
Centre Administrator will be required to create learners. To assign qualifications to the assessor, follow the steps on the following page.

Setting up Assessors (continued)

Select ‘

Select ‘

’ area.

’ from the menu at left in the ‘

’ from top right of the ‘

’ screen.

A list of qualifications your centre is approved to deliver will now
be displayed. Select the qualification you want to assign to the
assessor by placing a tick in the boxes marked ‘
’.
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Setting up Assessors (continued)
At this point, you can specify which IV(s) is / are going to be responsible for sampling / verifying the assessors work.
To do this, select the IV from the drop down menu - beside the relevant qualification(s) that has / have been assigned to the assessor.
Select ‘

’ when complete and then the selected qualifications / IV’s will be assigned to the assessor.
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Setting up Learners
This part of the guide explains how to set up existing or newly created user accounts for Learners. You will need to have created a new learner role
and selected ‘
’. This section will also assume that you are updating an existing IV account via ‘
’.

Learners are linked to both assessors and IV’s by
qualifications. A learner must be allocated to a qualification
in order to be linked to an assessor.
To specify whether a learner has any particular assessment
requirements, update the ‘
’ section of
the ‘
’ screen as shown at right. The
information selected can be edited by the assessor and / or
learner at any point.

If you wish to assign a manager to a learner, select the
managers name from the drop down menu within the
learners personal details page.
Select ‘

’ to update.
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Setting up Learners (continued)

Select ‘
left in the ‘

’ area.

’ from the menu at

Select ‘
’ from top right of
‘
’ screen. If you are approved to deliver
Apprenticeship frameworks / composite qualifications
you can select ‘
’ to assign a suite of
qualifications to the learner in one go.

Select the qualification the learner is to be enrolled on by
clicking the ‘
’ icon next to the relevant qualification.
Please note the list will only display qualifications your
centre is approved to deliver. To view / update this list,
please select the ‘
’ option from
the homepage under ‘
’.
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Setting up Learners (continued)

Select who the ‘
’ will be. If you have
more than one assessor assigned to the associated
qualification they will be available in the drop down list.
Input the ‘
’ for the learner /
qualification by selecting the calendar icon. You can also
enter the date manually.

Select ‘
’ when complete and the selected
qualifications / assessors will be assigned to the
learner. Please note, the expected completion date
can be changed at any time.

Select ‘
‘

’ area.

’ from menu at left in the
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Setting up Learners (continued)

Select the units that the learner will be working towards
by selecting ‘
’ at right.
Alternatively, you can assign a combination of units by
ticking the boxes to the left of the qualification code and
’.
then selecting ‘
Please note the total count of credits assigned will be
totalled at the top of the page. If the learner only has
one qualification assigned to them, the system will
automatically select this for you. If the learner has
multiple qualifications assigned to them you can select
’ from the drop down menu
the relevant ‘
at top right of screen. The associated units will then be
displayed.

Assuming you have chosen to assign a single unit or
multiple units to the associated learner, the screen
displayed at right will appear.
Input the expected completion date to set milestones
for the learner. Confirm which assessor will assess the
selected units (the lead assessor is selected by default).
Click ‘

’ to update the learners records.
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View & Amend User
Details
Section Overview
This section of the guide shows you how to update and / or amend an existing or newly created user account.
You are able to view and update the details for any user at any time.
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View & Amend User Details

Select ‘

’ from the home page

A list of all users will be displayed. To refine the
search, select the type of role from the menu at left or
alternatively, use the ‘
’ facility in the top right corner
of the page to search for a specific user

Select the user you wish to update

Amend their records and select ‘
the screen

’ at bottom right of
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Archive & Un-archive
Users
Section Overview
This section explains how to archive and un-archive an existing user account.
You may wish to archive a user account if the user has left the organisation or has taken sabbatical leave. A
learner user account can be archived once the learner has completed the qualification.
If a learner would like to enrol on to another qualification, you are able to un-archive their user account. You
can also do this for users that have returned to the organisation following extended leave.

5

Archive Users
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This part of the guide explains how to archive an existing user account.

Select ‘

’ from the home page

A list of all users will be displayed. To refine the
search, select the type of role from menu at left or
use the ‘
’ facility from top right of screen to
search for a specific user.

Select the relevant user you wish to archive

Select ‘
at left

’ from the ‘

’ menu

Click ‘ ’ to confirm you want to archive the user or
select ‘
’ to stop performing this action
Please note that you do not archive at qualification
level. If you archive a user they are archived for all
their associated roles / qualifications.

Un-archive Users
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This part of the guide explains how to un-archive an existing user account.

Select ‘

’ from the home page

Select ‘

’ from the menu at left

Select the relevant user you wish to un-archive

Select ‘
menu at left

’ from the ‘

’

Click ‘ ’ to confirm you want to un-archive the user
or select ‘
’ to stop performing this action

Bulk Import
Section Overview
This section explains how to use the bulk import facility to create new learner accounts.
The functionality enables Centre Administrators to import multiple learners against multiple qualifications
and units in one go.
Before using the Bulk Import facility you will need to download the Bulk Import template by logging in to
ePortfolio as the Centre Administrator and selecting ‘

’ from the drop down menu.
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Bulk Import
To Begin,

:

An example of a completed template is shown below.
The fields marked with an asterisk are mandatory - other columns are completed at your discretion.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Username*
Password*
Email (we recommend adding an email address but it is not mandatory)
First Name*
Middle Name
Last Name*
County
Country
Telephone Number
National Insurance (NI) Number
Unique Learner Number (ULN)
Date of Birth* (dd/mm/yyyy)
Centre Code*
Qualification Code* (This is the accreditation / LAD reference code and should appear as e.g 50114360 not 501/1436/0)
Unit Code
Assessor* (This is the assessors ‘
’ as it appears in ePortfolio)
Expected* completion date (dd/mm/yyyy)

Save your spreadsheet as a .CSV file

If you receive a message similar to the example shown
at right, select ‘ ’
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Bulk Import (continued)
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Assuming you have completed and saved your template, you are now ready to import learners in to ePortfolio. From the ‘
ensure that ‘
’ is selected from the ‘
’ drop down menu.

’ screen,

Select ‘
’ and browse to your newly created .CSV file. Once the file has been uploaded, the system will validate the data and you will see a
similar screen to below.

If the data is valid then a blue tick will be displayed beside
the entry. If the data is invalid a red cross will be displayed
at left of the username. By hovering over the red cross, a
description of the error will be displayed.

When all the learners have been imported and validated
the ‘
’ icon will become available. The import process
highlights a red cross beside the last three entries. The
reason for the red cross is because the user already exists
within the system. If this is the case, then change the
username to one that does not exist within the system and
import that data again.
When the ‘
’ icon is selected, all the information
displayed on screen will be imported in to ePortfolio.

Uploading Support
Materials
Section Overview
This section explains how to upload your own internal policies and procedures to ePortfolio.
The functionality to upload support materials is available within the drop down menu from the homepage.
’ but allows unlimited amounts of documents to be uploaded

This can only be done as a ‘

and made available to either specific user roles or everyone within the system.
Support materials can even be mandatory and will prompt the user every time they login that ‘
’.
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Upload Support Materials
This part of the guide explains how to upload your own internal policies and procedures to ePortfolio.
To Begin,

:

The ‘
’ screen will now appear and display any support
materials you have previously uploaded to the system as shown at
right.
If no support materials have previously been uploaded then select ‘
’ from the top of the page. An example of this page
is shown at right.
Support materials can be uploaded against specific units and
qualifications or against every qualification or every unit. Specifying
qualifications and units will make the support materials only available
to users enrolled against that qualification or unit.

When the relevant qualifications and units have been selected you will
need to specify who will be able to view the support material. You will
be able to select one or all of the following user roles:
•
•
•
•

Learners
Assessors
Managers
Internal Verifiers
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Upload Support Materials (continued)
You will also see a mandatory tick box. If a tick is placed in the box
then the next time one of the above users logs on to ePortfolio, they
will be advised that they have ‘
’ to
view. Please note this message will continue to be displayed until the
support materials have been read by the user.

A title must be included to identify the support material. Where
necessary a URL can be entered to direct the user to a specific
website. Any additional supporting comments can be included in the
description box.
Select ‘
’ and browse to the necessary file. All document
types can be uploaded as support materials. Please note only one
document can be uploaded per entry.

To edit existing support materials follow
and you will see a list of
support materials. If you have more than one page you have a ‘
’
facility at top right to narrow down your search.
To preview, edit or delete any of the existing support materials select
the relevant option from the right side of page.
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Viewing Centre Details
Section Overview
This section details what information is available under the ‘

’ heading from the drop down menu

on the home page.
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Viewing Centre Details
The addresses link will display a list of address details Pearson have registered for your
organisation

The users link will display a list of active users at your organisation

The invoicing link will display a list of invoices raised against your organisation and list
learner details and registration dates

The qualifications link will display a list of qualifications your centre is approved to deliver

The composite qualification groups will allow you to create, view, edit and delete composite
qualifications

The co-branding link allows you to upload your company logo to co-brand ePortfolio - all
users of the system will be able to view this image

The online users link will display a list of users at your organisation that are currently logged
in to ePortfolio

The show archived users link displays a list of users that have been archived within your
organisation
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Manage Notifications
Section Overview
This section explains how to set up and manage notifications for assessors and learners.
The functionality allows centre administrators to set automated notifications in the form of messages.
Notifications can be configured and automatically sent to learners and assessors. These automated messages
provide learners with information regarding the qualifications they have been enrolled on and provide
assessors with details of the learner who has been assigned to them.
The notification can also be configured to work as a welcome message for the learner.
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Manage Notifications
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This part of the guide explains how to manage notifications for assessors and learners.
To Begin,

:

As shown at right, there are two different scenarios and these are both
limited to notifying assessors and learners as by default, they are not
activated.
To manage and configure notifications select ‘
scenario.

’ beside the relevant

To enable notifications, tick the ‘
’ box. Notifications for the
selected scenario will now be enabled.

Subject and message details can be fully edited to include any
message you require. When this information has been entered, the
subject and message details will be sent within the content of the
message.
By selecting ‘
’ the configured scenario will now be active and will
automatically send notifications to the associated users.

Messages & Tasks
Section Overview
This section explains how to use the Messages and Tasks functionalities within ePortfolio.
The ‘

’ part will explain how to create, send and view messages. You can access the message

functionality by either selecting the ‘

’ option from the homepage or ‘

’ icon at the

top of the screen.
The ‘
assigned.

’ part will explain how to view your outstanding tasks, create and view all tasks you have been

10

Using the Message functionality
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This part of the guide explains how to create, send and view messages.
To Begin,

A‘

:

’ screen will be displayed as shown at right.

Select the recipient you would like to contact from the ‘ ’ drop down
menu. Please note, the drop down menu will display all recipients
associated to you.
By holding down the ‘
be selected.

’ key on the keyboard, multiple recipients can

When the relevant recipients have been selected, click ‘

’.

Complete the relevant fields (any fields marked with a * are mandatory).
Attach any additional / supporting documents by selecting the ‘
icon and browsing to the relevant files.
When your message is complete, select ‘

’

’.

You can also view the messages sent to or by you, by simply selecting
the ‘
’ option from the homepage or the ‘
’ icon at top of screen.
Select the tabs now displayed on your screen to view your ‘
and ‘
’.

’,‘

’

Please note messages cannot be sent externally and can only be viewed
in ePortfolio.

Using the Tasks functionality
This part of the guide explains how to view your outstanding tasks, create and view all tasks you have been assigned.

A centre administrator has the following options regarding
tasks:

You can access your outstanding tasks by either selecting the ‘
’ option from the homepage or ‘
’ icon at top of screen.

You also have the ability to ‘
option on the homepage.

’ and ‘
’ by selecting the relevant
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Creating Reports
Section Overview
This section explains how to generate reports relating to learners and assessors.
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Creating Reports
This part of the guide explains how to generate reports relating to learners and assessors.
To Begin,

:

The next screen will display the following list of reports:
•
•
•
•
•

ePortfolio Learners report
ePortfolio Learner Assignment report
ePortfolio Learner Progress report
ePortfolio Assessors report
ePortfolio Internal Verifiers report (sample plans)

Select the required report. Depending on your connection speed this may take several seconds to generate. The next screen will
display the below options.

Select the relevant qualification from the drop down menu or select all. You can also tailor the search to only display specific assessors or
learners. Please note, by default all of the fields will be set to ‘ ’. When the relevant fields have been selected click ‘
’.
Please note that the speed in which reports are generated will vary due to the selected criteria and network / internet connection speeds.
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Creating Reports (continued)

When the report has been generated you will see the
following screen as shown at right.

Page

Export the report to XML, CSV, PDF,
MHTML, Excel, Tiff and Word
Printing the report

If you wish to amend or query the report details export to .CSV
and review the details using a third party application.
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Create Composite
Qualifications
Section Overview
This section explains how to create and edit composite qualification groups.
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Create Composite Qualifications
To Begin,

:

Select ‘
from the following screen.

’ and select the ‘

’ option

To create your own composite qualification, type the description
in the GroupName field. A list of the qualifications your centre is
approved to deliver will be displayed.
Select the relevant qualifications by placing a tick in the assigned
box. There is no limit to the amount of qualifications you can select.
Select ‘

’ and the composite qualification will be created.

When the composite qualification has been created you will have
the ability to modify or delete. If you wish to assign a composite
qualification please refer to
.
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